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Deluxe Living 
 
This classic hand painted floral design, honours the traditional depiction of blooms from the English rose garden.  A 
further dimension is added by printing the whole design over a 400 thread count, 100% cotton sateen jacquard, 
woven into a classic ogee pattern.  This elegant trellis framework can be seen, reflected in the light, behind the 
roses.  Finished with a tailored border in a contrasting plain dye, this beautiful design Eastlake brings the serenity 
of the garden into the very heart of your bedroom. 
 

                        
                                               Eastlake Tea Rose (Prices from sin$69.00 to sin$509.00)   
 
Inspired by the full blooms of a midsummer garden, Bramley celebrates all that is best in floral decoration.  Against 
a backdrop of luxurious, rich green leaves the pale gold, finely hand-drawn flowers form into a centre panel, 
gradually fading away into a scattering of petals at either edge.  Printed onto ProModal fabric for unmatched 
softness and drape and finished with satin-stitched borders, Bramley combines hand painted techniques with the 
very latest fabric technology.  
 

                                                   
                                         Bramley Biscotti (Prices from sin$75.00 to sin$579.00) 



                            
 
Elegant, refined and beautiful, Marquet represents the art of watercolor painting at its peak.  The decorative floral 
pattern, featuring lilies painted with soft pastel shades onto a background of neutral textures, creates a serene 
bedroom experience.  Adding the luxurious softness of ProModal fabric and finished with statin-stitched borders, 
Marquet is a combination of subtle design and innovative craftsmanship. 
 

                           
                                       Marquet Corsage (Prices from sin$75.00 to sin$579.00) 
 
Fully opened peonies and curling, trailing sweet pea, create a sense of languor and opulence in this beautifully 
hand painted, delicately colored, floral print.  This large-scale design printed on a 400 thread count, 100% cotton 
sateen gives a modern take to a vintage favorite.  Finished with a tailored contrast border, edged with a thin line of 
satin ribbon, Massara is refined to meet the expectations of the master bedroom of today. 
                          

                          
                                       Massara Bower (Prices from sin$75.00 to sin$689.00) 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

           
 
Luxuriate in the sublime sophistication of this Sheridan master bedroom classic, reinvented in a gleaming color 
palette of caviar and silver.  A richly tactile jacquard weave traces a robust damask over a tiny pinstripe, while at 
the foot of the bed a contrasting diamond pattern is joined with caviar rope piping.  This glamorous finishing touch 
is echoed on the pillowcases and accessories.  Sensuous and alluring, Lussane effortlessly creates a mood of 
elegance and tranquility. 
 

                             
        Lusanne Caviar (Design is in set with prices from sin$729.00 to sin$865.00 - exclusive to Robinsons) 
 
Kael reinterprets a classic 18

th
 century damask pattern as an intricate, finely drawn outline.  Celebrating all the 

decorative qualities of the era given over to decoration, and presented simply in a black and white monotone, this 
design is visually stunning and quietly beautiful at the same time.  Printed on 300 thread count, 100% cotton sateen 
and reversing to a ‘white on white’ lace print, Kael represents a work at art that will compliment any home. 
 

                              
                                                   Kael Sketch (Prices from sin$75.00 to sin$579.00) 
 
 
 
 
 



 

           
 
A classic damask motif recalls the intricate luxury of the past and interweaves it seamlessly into a crisp, modern 
style in this pristine design.  This woven jacquard uses 50% cotton, 50% viscose construction to highlight the tonal 
contrast within the intricate pattern giving both a dramatic visual display to the design and a cool, smooth touch.  
Reversing to a 300 thread count 100% cotton sateen, Raeburn celebrates the opulence and drama of design 
simplicity coupled with the finest technical quality. 
 

                           
                                             Raeburn Chalk (Prices from sin$69.00 to sin$765.00) 
 
Elegant and restrained, Forbury combines a modern take on a classic animal skin pattern with clean, 
contemporary lines.  Subtly woven in tones of silver, this 100% cotton jacquard weave with a 300 thread count 
reverse provides a luxury design statement for the master bedroom.  Forbury is as softly comfortable as it is 
beautiful. 
 

                            
                                          Forbury Silver (Prices from sin$75.00 to sin$655.00) 
 
 
 



                                                                                                                                      
 
With a certain rustic charm that cannot be feigned, Milner draws inspiration from timeless elegance, and teams it 
with meticulous attention to detail.  Its yarn-dyed jacquard weave, with a unique sand wash finish was inspired by a 
floral pattern, evoking a classic sensibility and finesse.  Made with 300 thread count 100% cotton sateen, it is a 
creation of incomparable quality.  Add bi-colored rope piping, a cut fringe and tassel details to the trimmings, and 
you will realize that Milner has something special - all the hallmarks of traditional grandeur, with an undeniably 
modern slant. 
 

                           
       Milner Bullion (Design is in set with prices from sin$729.00 to sin$865.00 - exclusive to Robinsons) 
 
Bellany takes inspiration from the classic damask patterns of the past, increases the scale and then by using a two 
colored, yarn dyed jacquard weave technique, creates its own unique color.  Bi-colored rope piping, a cut fringe 
and bullion tassel details are added to increase the visual impact and then a softly printed reverse of 300 thread 
count cotton sateen, completes the whole design.  As enticing as it is elegant, Bellany offers a luxurious 
composition for the master bedroom. 
 

                          
 Bellany Caramel (Design is in set with prices from sin$779.00 to sin$989.00 - exclusive to Robinsons) 
 
 



            
 

Easy Living 
 
Shefield takes the iconic men’s suiting motifs of paisley and pinstripe and creates a refreshingly new take on these 
timeless classics.  This fully reversible design features the season’s colors of malt and anthracite with a highlight of 
ginger.  The beautiful soft and lustrous 300 thread count sateen fabric selected for Shefield has been beautifully 
contrasted with anthracite flat-piping for a perfect finishing touch.             
             

                           
 

                          
                                              Shefield Malt (Prices from sin$69.00 to sin$399.00) 
 
                                                                Remark: Design is fully reversible. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



                         
 
A freshly-colored take on the contemporary stripe, Camden makes a statement as bright as it is bold.  Inspired by 
an architectural color palette of neutrals, anthracites and bark, the clean lines are punctuated with a crisp red.  Fully 
reversible, both designs are framed with a red edge flat piping.  Printed on 300 thread count cotton sateen, 
Camden brings a little urban city chic into your bedroom.                         
 

                                
 

                                
                                                    Camden Poppy (Prices from sin$65.00 to sin$365.00) 
 
                                                              Remark: Design is fully reversible. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



            
 
Beautifully simple and bold, Themes uses a sweeping circular design to create an over-scaled geometric pattern.  
Step back and the overall effect comes to life as a series of large overlapping circles.  A subtle texture has been 
cleverly printed throughout the background to give this design depth.  Printed on 300 thread count cotton sateen 
and fully reversible, this timeless piece of design is at home in any modern bedroom.                     
 

                         
 

                         
                                          Themes Anthracite (Prices from sin$69.00 to sin$399.00) 
 
                                                              Remark: Design is fully reversible. 
                                                          
 
 
 
 
 
 



      
 
In an ode to floral, Analisa brings to life a field of flowers with bold vibrant watercolor brush-strokes.  Sapphire 
blue, scarlet, pink and jade green burst out in full bloom in the center of the bed, fading to white creating a perfect 
pristine frame.  Hand painted in the studio and then printed on luxuriously soft 300 thread count cotton sateen, the 
result is a beautiful modern design. 
 

                        
                                       Analisa Blossom (Prices from sin$65.00 to sin$365.00) 
 
In tonal shades of blush, Lola’s styled layers of leaves create an artistic and unique style statement.  Printed on 
lustrous 300 thread count cotton sateen, each leaf has been carefully photographed to create a transparent effect 
in this subtle botanic design.  In varying shades of blush, the layers create a rich, textured feminine feel that 
delivers a contemporary take on a classic source of inspiration. 
 

                        
                                             Lola Blush (Prices from sin$75.00 to sin$419.00) 
 
 
 
 

      



 
 

Junior 
 
Rocco is a bold, bright and brilliant addition to any boy’s bedroom.  The classic barcode stripe on the front is 
printed with a classic carnival motif of bright greens, reds, blues and yellows.   The reverse is just as bright, with a 
classic car key line print in matching primary colors.  Printed on crisp 100% cotton, this imaginative design will bring 
fun into any boy’s bedroom retreat. 
 

                               
                                    Rocco Carnival (Design comes in quilt cover set at sin$205.00) 

 
Drew’s bold sky blue, white and navy over-scale check pattern has a clean and crisp look to compliment any boy’s 
bedroom.  Reversing to a classic stripe which is printed on 100% cotton, Drew is a smart, contemporary design 
ensuring cool comfort all year round. 
 

                               
                                          Drew Sky (Design comes in quilt cover set at sin$205.00) 
 
 
 
 
 



      

            
 
Bursting with wildflowers in a charming popsicle pink and apple green color way, Beatrice makes every day feel 
like summer.  Printed on crisp 100% cotton, the front features hand drawn flowers in pretty shades of pink, red and 
green and the reverse is just as gorgeous with a micro floral pattern.  Beatrice has a timeless, subtle appeal with 
colorful blocked stripes and delightful delicate flowers. 
 

                                
                                     Beatrice Popsicle (Design comes in quilt cover set at sin$205.00) 
 
 
Inspired by the secret garden’s found in bedtime stories, Heidi adds a touch of color into any girl’s bedroom.  Bright 
yellow sunflowers, pretty pink poppies and red ladybirds are pieced together in a patchwork with oversized red and 
pink gingham checks and polka dots.   
 

                                
                                    Heidi Blossom (Design comes in quilt cover set at sin$205.00) 
 
 
 
 


